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A, B = input facts
    C = domain independent part of knowledge-base
    E = domain dependent part of knowledge-base
    D = derived output facts  
E’ = domain theory for E 
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ML^2 (in the resulting model)
P1I1 P2 O2
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M: formalized problem-solving methods
D: generic task models & generic components
M: passing info. in roles
D: translation of vocab. & truthvalues
M: subtheories
D: internal / interface information types
M: lift of contents (KB) & conclusions
D: reflection on information states and 
(sub)tasks
M: Domain layer, Inference layer, Task Layer




D: information state & knowledge base
M: FOL
D: rules & chaining / conventional
M: classical logic
D: partial logic
M: "exhaustiveness": iterate solution




M: dynamic logic (regular programs)
D: temporal logic (linear time)
M: roles keep contents
D: information state persists
M: partial interpretation
D: general manager system + impl. generator
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